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Optics

� Received quotes for VPH grating substrates.  Awarded order to United Lens Company, the low
bidder, for $11,850.  This is without coatings, but does include a spare substrate for each grating. 
The budgeted amount for the substrates, with coatings, was $10,000.

� Specified tolerances for filter placement.

� Performed fabrication tolerance analysis on slitviewer optics.  Prepared to write RFQ.

� Released the sealed bid RFQ's for the CaF2 and fused quartz/ silica optical blanks.  Bid opening
will be Jan 29 and Feb 3, 2003, respectively.

� Received a quote for three annealed NaCl optical blanks (2 plus a spare) from Thermal Hilger
for a total of $3855.  We are awaiting the cost of birefringence testing, which will be done by
Saint-Gobain.  Total estimate for the NaCl blanks was $4286.

� Continued working with Alan Schier on the optical mounting and alignment sensitivity
analysis.  We have found that allowing a focal plane tilt adjustment after assembly appreciably
eases the alignment tolerances.  Based on this, conventional manufacturing and alignment
methods will be acceptable.

Mechanical

� The design of the filter mechanism is nearly completed and it will be documented and handed
over to Design Concepts in the next couple of weeks. 

� The design of the holder for the beam splitter optics and its insertion mechanism is progressing
well.

� The shutter has been modeled and we are currently investigating what will be required to
increase the aperture size. We are also designing a pneumatic latch to hold the shutter open so
that power can be dropped from the solenoid during long observations. 

� The final iteration on the structural FEA is underway. 

� We have been working closely with Design Concepts on detailing and drawing up the wave
plate mechanism and it is progressing well. 



Control

� Worked on specifying PFIS observing modes for the science mode control VI's.

� Continued work on wiring diagrams.

� Updated controls and interlocks data bases.

� Began to compile astrometric pointing code for SALT TCS.

� Finalized plan to control the grating rotary stage.

� Cleared up questions concerning bar code readers for the slitmask and filter magazines.  We
have identified a miniature, relatively inexpensive ($600) unit that is easily controlled.

Management

� Worked on Quarterly Report for Q4 2002.

Detectors

� Worked on the schedule for the detector package 

� Continued work on the cryostat design.

� Received the third and fourth Marconi CCD.  These have considerable better UV/ Blue QE
than the first two, with somewhat worse cosmetics and readout noise.  A decision will be made
in the next few days on which two chips will be claimed by PFIS so that the SALTICAM
mosaicing can proceed.



Activities for the next month

� Mechanism designs:
document articulation, filter, and beam-splitter mechanism designs
work with RU on etalon mechanism design
work with SAAO on detector mechanical interface

� Optics
order optical blanks
issue camera/ collimator figuring RFQ
issue slitviewer RFQ
issue polarimetric optics RFQ's
(Schier) start focus and lens mount designs

� Control
continue wiring diagram design
continue high level observation mode user interface

� Detectors
finish updating ICD

� Management
Optimize Phase 4 detailed schedule


